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Abstract:
The raison d’etre for the air transportation system is the movement of passengers
and cargo. Consumer information for airline passengers and regulatory consumer
protection of airline services provide measures of performance using the percentage of
on-time flights, and the percentage of cancelled flights. Researchers have shown that
these “flight-based” metrics are a poor proxy for measuring the performance of passenger
trip time that includes passenger trip delays accrued by cancelled flights and missed
connections.
This paper describes a Passenger On-Time Performance (45-POTP) metric to
capture the performance of passenger trip time. The metric – the percentage of passengers
that arrive within 45 minutes of the scheduled arrival time - includes delays accrued by
passengers due to cancelled flights and delayed flights, and reflects the stochastic nature
of the process in a useful probabilistic form. A case-study analysis of the performance of
the U.S. air transportation system in 2005 using this metric showed that the 90% of the
passengers arrive within 45 minutes of the schedule arrival time across all routes. The
percentage of passenger on-time arrivals at destination airports ranged from 82% (EWR)
to 94% (SLC). The percentage of passenger on-time arrivals by routes varies between
66% (EWR to PHL) to 98% (SLC to TPA). A small number of airports and routes
generate a large percentage of the delays. The implications of the Passenger On-Time
Performance metric on passenger flight reservations and on government consumer
protection is discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Passenger trip time is an important property of the air transportation system.
Passenger trip time informs passenger choices of flights, airlines, and airports, and has
been positively correlated with customer satisfaction and brand loyalty that drives airline
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profits [1, 2]. Conversely, poor service reliability on specific routes has been shown to
lead to reduced airfares on these routes [3]. Contrary to popular opinion, the airlines are
under no legal obligation to operate a scheduled flight on a given day and are not required
to compensate passengers for “damages” when flights are delayed or canceled [7].
Passenger itineraries, protected under civil liberties laws and considered
proprietary information to airline marketing departments, are not publicly reported and
therefore prevent the measurement and reporting of actual passenger trip times. Instead,
airlines and U.S. consumer protection regulators publish flight-time statistics. The most
complete consumer information is made available by the Department of Transportation
(DOT) Office of Aviation Enforcement and Proceedings (OAEP) in a monthly report -.
Air Travel Consumer Report (ATCR). This report, “designed to assist consumers with
information on the quality of services provided by the airlines,” includes the percentage
on-time performance (OTP) of arrivals of flights within 15 minutes of the schedule
arrival time. This metric is known as the 15-OTP. The report also provides the percentage
of cancelled flights.
Researchers have shown that these types of “flight-based” metrics are poor
proxies for the passenger trip experience that includes delays accrued by passengers
following re-booking due to cancelled flights or missed connections [4]. For example,
Wang [5] estimates that 40% of the total trip delays accrued by passengers on single
segment flights are the result of delays due to cancelled flights. The remaining 60% of
total trip delays are attributed to flight delays.
This paper describes the Passenger On-Time Performance (45-POTP) metric and
demonstrates the use of the metric in an analysis of the performance of air transportation
of passengers between major U.S. airports during 2005.
Section 2 provides an overview of air travel consumer protection and the related
research on passenger trip time. Section 3 describes the Passenger On-Time Performance
metric. Section 4 describes the results of an analysis of the 45-POTP for single segment
routes between OEP-35 airports in 2005. Section 5 provides conclusions and future work.
2

AIR TRAVEL CONSUMER PROTECTION

Consumer protection for airline passengers is provided by both government and private
“watch dog” organizations. The Department of Transportation (DOT) Office of Aviation
Enforcement and Proceedings (OAEP) Aviation Consumer Protection Division (ACPD)
publishes a monthly Air Travel Consumer Report (ATCR) [7]. This report is “designed to
assist consumers with information on the quality of services provided by the airlines. The
University of Nebraska – Omaha, and Wichita State University publish a monthly Airline
Quality Rating (AQR) Report [8]. Both reports use publicly available data from the
Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) and other government agencies such as the
Transportation Safety Administration (TSA). Other reports are based on traveler survey
data such as the J.D. Power Airport Satisfaction Report [12].
Overview of the Air Travel Consumer Report
The DOT Air Travel Consumer Report includes six types of information. Flight Delays
(1), Mishandled Baggage (2), and Oversales (3) are derived from the Bureaus of
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Transportation Statistics (BTS) data. Consumer Complaints (4) and incidents involving
the loss or injury of animals during air transportation (5) are generated by the DOT
Aviation Consumer Protection Division based on complaints submitted by customers.
Customer Service Reports (6) are based on information submitted to the Transportation
Security Administration related to airline and airport security.
Flight Delays and Cancellations
The information in the report on airline on-time performance, flight delays, and
cancellations, is generated from data provided to the DOT by airlines that carry at least
1% of annual passenger enplanements on scheduled domestic service (government
regulations 14 CFR Part 234). In 2006, 18 U.S. carriers met this requirement. This
information is published and available to the public by the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics (BTS).
In the BTS data-base [6], a flight is considered “on-time” if it is operated less than 15
minutes after the scheduled gate arrival/departure time shown on the airlines
Computerized Reservation System (CRS). The actual departure and arrival time is
recorded automatically by 13 airlines using ACARS. Four airlines record the times
manually. Three airlines use a combination of ACARS and manual methods.
The organization of the ”flight delay” information, provided in tables in the ATCR, is
summarized in Table 1.
TABLE 1:

ATCR Table
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Overview of the contents and organization of the DOT Air Travel
Consumer Report
By Airlines
% On-Time
% On-Time

By Airports

By Time of day

% On-Time
% On-Time
% On-Time

By Flight Number

% On-Time
% On-Time
Flight Numbers >
80% Late

% Late More than
70% of Time
% On-Time
%

Table 1 in the ATCR lists the On-Time Performance (15-OTP) for each airline. For
example in July 2006, Hawaiian Airlines reported the best performance with on-time
arrivals at the 33 major U.S. airports of 85%. The worst performance at these airports was
recorded by Air Tran with 59.6%. The industry average was 70.7% for the 33 major U.S.
airports and 70.9% for all airports reported. Table 2 in the ATCR lists the same
information broken down by arriving airport. For example, in July 2006, JFK
experienced the worst on-time arrival performance of 57%. Salt Lake City (SLC)
experienced the best performance of 83.5%.
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Tables 3 and 4 in the ATCR list the On-Time performance in 1 hour increments for all
airlines servicing an airport. For example, arriving aircraft at ATL in July 2006
experienced an on-time performance of 27.7% from 8pm to 9pm. The cumulative totals
for each hour of the day are reported. The best performance in July 2006 occurred
between 7am and 8am (85%). The worst performance occurred during the 10pm to 11pm
period (51.5%).
Table 5 in the ATCR, known as the “Hall of Shame,” lists the airline flights by flight
number that arrive more than 15 minutes late more than 80% of the time. Information
includes scheduled departure time, origin/destination, and mean and median minutes late.
Table 6 in the ATCR list the percentage of flights for each airline that arrive more than
15 minutes late more than 70% of the time.
Table 7 in the ATCR lists the on-time percentage of arrivals and departures for each
airport serviced by scheduled operations by airlines with more than 1% annual
enplanements. This list includes the 33 major airports, plus other airports that the 1%enplanment airlines report.
Table 8 in the ATCR lists the percentage of flights cancelled by each airline.
Flight-based vs. Passenger-based Metrics
Researchers have shown that flight-based metrics, like the metrics reported in the ATCR,
are a poor proxy for passenger experience [9, 10, 11, 5]. Bratu & Barnhart [4] used
proprietary airline data to study passenger trip times from a hub of a major U.S. airline.
This study showed that that flight-based metrics are poor surrogates for passenger delays
for hub-and-spoke airlines as they do not capture the effect of missed connections and
flight cancellations. For example, for a 10 day period in August 2000, Bratu & Barnhart
(4, page 14) cite that 85.7% of passengers that are not disrupted by missed connections
and cancelled flights arrive within one hour of their scheduled arrival time and
experience an average delay of 16 minutes. This is roughly equivalent to the average
flight delay of 15.4 minutes for this period. In contrast, the 14.3% of the passengers that
are disrupted by missed connections or cancelled flights experienced an average delay of
303 minutes.
The next section describes a metric representing the passenger trip experience. This
metric includes delays accrued by cancelled flights and delayed flights.
3

PASSENGER ON-TIME PERFORMANCE (45-POTP) METRIC.

The Passenger On-Time Performance metric is designed to provide a measure of the
performance of the air transportation system in hauling passengers. Figure 1 illustrates
the underlying behavior of the system in the form of a distribution histogram of passenger
trip times. Passenger trip time is determined by the difference between the scheduled
passenger departure time and the actual passenger arrival time. In this way the passenger
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Figure 1: Distribution of Passenger Trip Time for specific route. Passenger trip time is
composed of trip time due to delayed flights plus trip time due to cancelled flights. The
passenger-based metric, 45-POTP, is defined as the percentage of passengers that arrive
within 45 minutes of the schedules arrival time (45-POTP).
trip time distribution includes delays due to delayed flights as well as the delays due to
re-booking for cancelled flights.
The passenger trip time distribution is skewed to the right with a long tail reflecting the
small number of passengers that experience excessive delays. The cumulative percentage
of passengers that arrive is shown on the right axis. In the example in Figure 1,
approximately 75% of the passengers arrive within 15 minutes of the scheduled arrival
time. However, as the tail of the distribution takes effect, the percentage of passengers
that arrive within increasing time increments slows rapidly. In this example, 92% of the
passengers have arrived within 45 minutes of their scheduled arrival time.
The 45-POTP metric defined in this paper is the percentage of passengers that arrive
within 45 minutes of the scheduled arrival time. The 45-POTP can be computed for each
regularly scheduled flight, for all flights on a route, for all flights departing/arriving at an
airport and for all routes in the air transportation systems.
Estimating Passenger Trip Time
The passenger trip time for each passenger is computed using an algorithm to compute
the Estimated Total Passenger Trip Delay (ETPTD) for each passenger on single
segments flights [5]. The algorithm includes trip delays that are a result of delays caused
by rebooking passengers on later flights due to cancelled flights and/or delays incurred by
flight delays.
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The algorithms are designed to operate from two sources of publicly available data [6]:
1. Airline On-Time Performance (AOTP) Database – This database provides
departure delays and arrival delays for non-stop domestic flights by major air
carriers. The data also includes additional information such as origin and
destination airports, flight numbers, cancelled or diverted flights. Each record
in the data-base represents one flight.
2. Air Carrier Statistics (known as T-100) Database [6] – This database provides
domestic non-stop segment data by aircraft type and service class for
passengers, freight and mail transported. It also provides available capacity,
scheduled departures, departures performed and aircraft hours. Each record in
the data-base represents monthly aggregated data for a specific
origin/destination segment.
ETPTD is computed using two algorithms to process the data from the data-bases
described above: (Algorithm 1) TPTD due to Delayed Flights, and (Algorithm 2)
Estimated TPTD due to Cancelled Flights.
Algorithm 1: TPTD due to Delayed Flights
TPTD due to Delayed Flights is computed by processing the data for each flight in the
AOTP database for a given route and specified period (e.g. 365 days) to compute the
delay time for the flight. This time is them multiplied to the average number of
passengers for this flight (from the T-100 data-base) to derive the passenger delay time
for the flight.. The total passenger delay time for delayed flights is computed by summing
the passenger delay time for the flight for all the flight for the specified period.
Algorithm 2: Estimated TPTD due to Cancelled Flights
Estimated TPTD due to Cancelled Flights is computed based on the assumption that a
passenger displaced by a cancellation will be rebooked on a subsequent flight operated by
the same carrier with the same origin/destination pair. The passenger will experience a
trip time that now includes both the flight delay of the re-booked flight plus the additional
time the passengers must wait for the re-booked flight. The ability to re-book passengers
on subsequent flights is determined by the load-factor and aircraft size of the subsequent
flights. In general, passengers from a cancelled flight will be relocated to 2 or 3 different
flights due to limited empty seats on each available flight.
The process is as follows. The algorithm processes data for each flight in the AOTP
database for a given route and a specified period (e.g. 365 days). For each flight that is
listed as cancelled, the algorithm checks the T-100 data-base for the average aircraft size
and average passengers loaded for the cancelled flight as well as the aircraft size and load
factor for the next available flights operated by the same carrier on the same route
segment. Passengers for the cancelled flight are then “re-booked” on these subsequent
available flights up to 15 hours from the scheduled departure time of the cancelled flight.
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The 15 hours upper-bound is derived from Bratu & Barnhart (2005) and reflects an
estimate of the upper bound of passenger trip delays due to cancelled flights. Also it
should be noted that the algorithm described in this paper allows passengers to be rebooked on flights operated by subsidiary airlines (e.g. American Airline (AA) and it’s
subsidiary American Eagle (MQ)), but not on other airlines. The delay time accrued by
waiting for the re-booked flight is added to the delay time for the re-booked flight.
Passenger On-Time Performance (45-POTP)
For each route between airports, the EPTD for each passenger that is in excess of 45
minutes is summed. This total is divided by the total number of passengers on that route
yielding the 45-POTP- Route for that route. The 45-POTP-Route is summed for all the
routes departing from an airport and divided by the number of routes to yield the 45POTP-Departing Airport. The 45-POTP-Route is also summed for all the routes between
the OEP-35 airports and divided by the number of routes to yield the 45-POTP-NAS.
Approximations in Algorithm
The original research on passenger trip time by Bratu & Barnhart [4] was conducted
using data from a major U.S. airline that included the exact itinerary of individual
passengers and the load factors of each flight. This data is proprietary to the airline and is
also subject to civil liberties laws. To overcome this limitation, the algorithm used in this
paper, includes a technique for estimating passenger load factors based on publicly
available monthly average data for flights on specific routes. When the algorithm “rebooks” passengers from cancelled flights it assumes the load factor is the average load
factor for that flight for that month. As a consequence, less passengers on cancelled
flights from high load factor peak-hours will be re-booked than would actually occur.
Likewise, more passengers on cancelled flights for low load factor, non-peak-hour flights
are “re-booked” than would actually occur. Assuming, that the ratio between non-peakhour and peak-hour flights is not significantly larger or lower than unity, the estimate
should yield results not that different than actual data. Conformation of the ration
between peak-hour and non-peak-hour flights and the sensitivity to load factors is an area
for further work.
4

CASE STUDY: 45-POTP FOR OEP-35 AIRPORTS

The algorithm described above was used to conduct an analysis of flights between the 35OEP airports in 2005. The input data was derived from the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics (BTS) data-bases [6]. Results for routes with less than 50 flights scheduled in
2005 were discarded. The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 2.
45-POTP Air Transportation System
In 2005, there were 2,942, 222 flights scheduled on 1030 routes between the OEP-35
airports. Seventy-six percent (76%) of the flights arrived within 15 minutes of their
scheduled arrival time and were considered on-time. The percentage of flights cancelled
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was 1.8%. The average number of seats per aircraft was 134 seats. The average load
factor for all flights was 78%. The results are as follows:
•

on average 90% of the passengers arrived within 45 minutes of their scheduled
arrival time
for the 10% of the passengers delayed in excess of 45 minutes, 60% of the
passengers experienced a trip delay due to delayed flights only, while 40% of
passengers experienced a trip delay due to cancelled flights and delayed flights.

•

45-POTP Destination Airports
The 45-POTP for the air transportation system can be broken down into the performance
of the flights at the destination airport (Figure 2). The average 45-POTP for passengers
arriving at an airport varied between a low of 82% at Newark (EWR) to a high of 94% at
Salt Lake City (SLC). The average 45-POTP between airports was 90%.
Ranking of POTP-45 Destination Airports
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Figure 2: Destination airports ranked by 45-POTP.
There exists a high degree of asymmetry in 45-POTP. The first 14, of the 35 airports,
generated 50% of the 45-POTP delays. The first 7, of the OEP-35 airports, generated
30% of the 45-POTP delays. These airports were EWR, LGA, PHL, BOS, JFK, ORD,
and ATL
The Passenger On-Time Percentages for the 35 OEP airports are summarized in the
histogram in Figure 3. The majority of major U.S. airports operate with 45-POTP in
excess of 90%. Two airports (LGA and EWR) exhibit 45-POTP of 83% and 82%
respectively. Six airports exhibited 45-POTP greater than 85% but less than 90%: BOS,
JFK, PHL, ORD, ATL, FLL. Improving the performance of the 45-POTP at these
airports would reduce the overall variance in the 45-POTP for the air transportation
system and increase the average system-wide performance.
45-POTP Routes between OEP-35 Airports
The 45-POTP for the air transportation system is broken-down by routes between the
OEP-35 airports in Table 2. The maximum route 45-POTP is 98% for the Saint Louis
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POTP-45 Destination Airport (OEP-35 Airports)
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Figure 3: 45-POTP for Destination Airports
(STL) to Tampa Bay (TPA) route. The minimum route POTP—45 is 66% for the Newark
(EWR) to Philadelphia (PHL) route.
The distribution of 45-POTP by routes is shown in Figure 4. The distribution is skewed
towards the right with sixty-two percent of the routes with a 45-POTP of greater than
90%. As shown in Table 2, the lower percentages of 45-POTP are concentrated in the
upper-left of the Table representing the routes in the north-east corridor along with major
hub-airports Atlanta (ATL) and Chicago O’hare (ORD). Routes arriving Newark (EWR)
exhibit the lowest 45-POTP of 82% out of all the routes. This airport also has the greatest
distribution in routes of with a standard deviation of 0.07% and a range from 90th
percentile (92%) to 50th percentile (82%) of 12%. Routes arriving La Guardia (LGA),
New York (JFK), Philadelphia, Atlanta (ATL), and Chicago (ORD) also exhibit a wide
degree of variation (see Table 2).

5

CONCLUSIONS

The air transportation service, purchased by passengers, has the objective of affordable,
reliable and safe movement between origin location (e.g. home) and destination location
(e.g. hotel). The air transportation service is purchased based on relative price, on-time
performance, and safety compared with other modes of transportation, as well as between
alternative airports at either the origin and destination “markets,” and between airlines.
This choice is also made between trips with alternative connection points. 45-POTP has
significant implications for the way passengers think about air transportation and should
choose flights, and the way consumer protection of airline travelers is provided.
Can Passenger Win in the “Trip Time Game”
Analysis of random phenomena (e,g. roulette wheel) over a large number of repetitions
can be conducted by the computation of an expected value. The expected value represents
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POTP-45 Routes between OEP-35 Airports
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Figure 4: Distribution of 45-POTP for routes between OEP-35 airports. Sixty two
percent of the routes have a 45-POTP greater than 90%. All of the routes with 45POTP performance of less than 80% are all associated with routes in the north-east
corridor and hub-airports Atlanta and Chicago O’hare.
the average amount one "expects" to win per bet if bets with identical odds are repeated
many times. Mathematically, the expected value of a random variable is the sum of the
probability of each possible outcome of the experiment multiplied by its payoff. A game
or situation in which the expected value for the player is zero (no net gain nor loss) is
called a "fair game."
Likewise, the choice of flights and routes can be treated as a random phenomenon with
payoff. The 45-POTP metric provides the means to compute the expected value. The
calculation is as follows:
Probability of Event

Pay-off

Prob. Arrival < 45 minutes *

Average delay * Cost =

Expected Value
EV1

Prob. Arrival > 45 minutes * Average delay * Cost = EV2
_______________________________________________________
Expected Value = EV1 + EV2
For example, the MCO – LGA route experiences a 45-POTP of 85%. Assuming the
payoff is proportional to the average delay of 16 minutes for passengers arriving within
45 minutes of the schedule, and the average delay of 91 minutes for passengers arriving
beyond 45 minutes of schedule, the Expected Value can be computed: EV1 = -13.6 and
EV2 = -13.65. This illustrates the asymmetry in the overall behavior of the system in
which the large costs to the 15% passengers of passengers that experience delays in
excess of 45 minutes is roughly equivalent to the small costs of delays experienced by
passengers arriving within 45 minutes of schedule. Relaxing the assumption of costs
proportional to delay time with a function of “utility” for passengers would exacerbate
this phenomenon. This is an area for future research.
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Using 45-POTP for Passenger Flight Reservations
When passengers purchase an airline ticket they have made a commitment to a specific
flight. This flight has historically exhibited a degree of randomness in it’s on-time
performance. For example, an origin-destination pair that exhibits a 45-POTP of 98%
provides a significantly more robust performance than a flight on an origin-destination
pair with a 45-POTP of 68%. As a consequence, from the passenger perspective, this is
akin to “rolling the dice” with the “odds” associated with route 45-POTP. Routes with
greater probability of trip delays in excess of 45 minutes should be avoided in favor of
routes with lower probability of delays. The 45-POTP provides the basis for this type of
decision.
Passenger choices of flights from and to large metropolitan areas have expanded over the
past decade to include choice of departure and arrival airport. For example, Boston, New
York, Washington D.C., San Fransisco, Los Angeles, and South Florida are all serviced
by multiple airports. The choice of airport pairs provides the passenger with an additional
degree of freedom in selecting flights. 45-POTP for routes between the Washington, D.C.
and Chicago are as follows: DCA to ORD 88%, DCA to MDW 96%, IAD to ORD 88%,
IAD to MDW 87%, BWI to ORD 91%, BWI to MDW 91%. The highest reliability route
is DCA to MDW with a 5% differential over routes departing BWI for either ORD or
MDW, and 9% differential for flights on the IAD to MDW route.
Using 45-POTP for Consumer Protection for Airline Travelers
The traditional view of consumer protection – the one adopted by the Department of
Transportation – is to provide a comparison of flight-based services provided by the
airlines to the passengers. This approach is based on the premise that the difference in
service is derived only by the performance of the airlines. This view of consumer
protection fails to recognize the roles of the airports (managed by regional port
authorities, and municipalities), and air traffic control (managed by the federal
government) play in air transportation service that is generated by the interaction between
the airline, airport, air traffic control and their supply chains.
This paper has demonstrated a metric for consumer protection for airline travel that
captures the integrated performance of all the agents. This metric will enable passengers
to make choices about the air transportation system, not just the airlines:
1. passenger on-time performance (not flight on-time performance) as discussed in
this paper
2. comparison between routes with alternative origin/destination airport pairs
3. comparison between routes with alternative connecting airports.
Website Access to 45-POTP Data for 2005
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The percentage of Passenger On-Time Performance (45-POTP) data for 2005 for the 35
major U.S. airports can be found on website for the Center for Air Transportation
Systems Research (CATSR) at George Mason University (GMU) at
http://catsr.ite.gmu.edu. Click on the link “TravelWise.”
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